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Caribbean Zombie for iOS - Battle Pirate Zombies and Save the Fairy
Published on 06/11/12
Pictosoft today introduces Caribbean Zombie for iOS, their Zombie killing,
Caribbean-themed, first-person, slashing battle game. The goal of the game is to kill the
attacking Zombies to save the kidnapped fairy. Featuring six Worlds comprised of multiple
mission levels, each mission must be accomplished before the player can advance to the
next level. Players use screen finger swipes to slash Zombies, obtain points, collect gold
coins, and protect the user's ship from the Zombie advance.
Seoul, Korea, Republic Of - Pictosoft today is pleased to introduce Caribbean Zombie for
iOS, their Zombie killing, Caribbean-themed, first-person, slashing battle game. The goal
of the game is to kill the attacking Zombies to save the kidnapped fairy. Players use
finger swipes on the screen to slash Zombies, obtain points, collect gold coins, and
protect the user's ship from the Zombie advance.
Caribbean Zombie features six Worlds comprised of multiple levels. Each level features a
mission that must be accomplished before the player can move to the next level. For
example, in level one the player is instructed to achieve a combo attack more than five
times. Players do this be slashing multiple zombies, enemies, or bags of coins with one
finger slash. Once a player has achieved the mission goal, before being killed by the
advancing Zombie horde, they move on to the next level. A player who finishes all tasks
rescues the fairy in this challenging, entertaining game that makes use of many iOS
features while testing player skill and speed.
Players must employ strategy and skill to win Caribbean Zombie. A player can only slash
enemies for a certain amount of time, before draining their slashing ability. Once
slashing ability has been drained, players must wait for the ability to be recharged.
Players must conserve their slash attack ability and deploy it with speed and skill to
have the maximum effect in game play.
Set in pirate-themed locations, such as the high seas and spooky caves, Caribbean Zombie
weaves cartoon-styled art, animation, sound effects, and a fun pirate zombie storyline to
create a clever game. Players ride along on an animated ship through multiple words
battling zombies, level bosses, bugs, octopuses, witches, and more. The boss levels in
each world are all unique and take the player on a new adventure in gameplay.
Players may upgrade Caribbean Zombie with additional health points, attacks, slashes, and
skills that enhance game play. Players may upgrade to Slash-Maximum, a power that
increases the slash gauge. Additional upgrade options include Skill-Clock, Skill-Ice,
Fire, Machine Gun, and more. Players may use coins earned through zombie-killing or
purchase special coupons from within the application for upgrade capabilities.
Players experience multiple game stages, each featuring unique level mission challenges
and increasing difficulty in this fast and dynamic game. Caribbean Zombie is Game Center
enabled allowing players to compete with others via Achievements and Leaderboards, turning
this one player game into a multi-player competition for pirate zombie supremacy. Players
may play a quick game for a few minutes or an extended hours-long, skill-perfecting
marathon.
Feature Highlights:
* Fast and fun game
* 6 exciting worlds of multiple levels and missions
* Variable puzzle stages composed of unique maps, formidable traps, and gigantic enemies
* Tap and slash for all actions allowing players to battle enemies
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* Use earned coins and special coupons to upgrade skills, powers, and attacks
* Game Center Leaderboards and Achievements
"Still fighting plants, farming zombies, or village dwellers?" asked Pictosoft's Yichan
Park. "Break out of your rut and battle pirate Zombies with Caribbean Zombie!"
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 31.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Caribbean Zombie 1.0 is now at the special introductory price of $0.99 (USD) for a limited
time only, and it is available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games
category. Review copies are available on request.
Caribbean Zombie 1.0:
http://game.pictosoft.com/
Purchase and Download :
http://itunes.apple.com/app/caribbean-zombie/id521933328
YouTube Video :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEVQdlUczfM
Screenshot 1 :
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/e1/36/cf/e136cf9b-5267-9c2bc4a8-4694c75dd86a/mza_3811123914340791559.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2 :
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/47/0d/09/470d0989-fe8f-961a-7d8d-6cbec0bae2a8/mza
_8247428142860594442.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon :
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/1b/73/d1/1b73d1a0-b219-ba8d-46c3-fcedd523c464/mz
a_1892192089436681512.175x175-75.jpg

Based in Seoul, Korea, Pictosoft was founded by Sehoon Kim. Pictosoft was established in
2003 to develop and publish unique video games for the mobile platform. Copyright (C)
2003-2012 Pictosoft. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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